Below please find program highlights for TLC’s primetime schedule for the weeks of November 3rd and 10th. There are preview episodes and episodic photography available for select programs/episodes on press.discovery.com. Please check with us for further information.

**WEEK OF NOVEMBER 3**<sup>RD</sup> (as of 10.29.14)

**OF NOTE THIS WEEK:**

* Special Episodes
  **19 KIDS & COUNTING: JESSA’S ENGAGEMENT** – Tuesday, November 4

**TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 4**

7:00PM ET/PT
**19 KIDS & COUNTING – “RECOUNT: JILL’S WEDDING”**
In this encore presentation of 19 KIDS & COUNTING, the big day is finally here... Jill & Derick are getting married in this two-hour wedding special! With hundreds of volunteers to help with everything from decorating to finishing the cake, they’re aiming for this super-sized wedding to go off without a hitch. As the ceremony gets closer, emotions run high and tears are shed as the family realizes Jill will be starting a new life in just a few short hours. And when they share their first kiss as husband and wife, will these newlyweds get it right or miss the mark?

9:00PM ET/PT
**19 KIDS & COUNTING – “JESSA’S ENGAGEMENT”**
With two Duggar weddings down and 17 to go, is the family ready for another set of nuptials? When Jim Bob gives Ben his blessing to propose, he hits the ground running to plan a surprise scavenger hunt proposal for Jessa, with each challenge relating to a special moment in their courtship.

10:00PM ET/PT
**19 KIDS & COUNTING – “DISHING WITH THE DUGGARS”**
It’s been 10 years since the Duggar family opened up their home to television viewers. Since then, the family of 19 KIDS & COUNTING has experienced adventures at home and abroad. In this one-hour special, “Dishing with the Duggars,” the entire family takes a look back and watches what they call, their “home movies.” We’ll walk down memory lane as Michelle and Jim Bob retell their love story, Josh and Anna talk about their first kiss, and little Jackson watches his own birth: the very first of the Duggar kids to be born on TV! Join the Duggars and TLC as we relive 10 years’ worth of memories.

**WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 5**

9:00PM ET/PT
**EXTREME CHEAPSKATES – “FEAST OR FAMINE”**
Cooking instructor Ron Maestri shows us how to cook for lobster taste on a tuna fish budget. Rocker Goldy Locks converted an abandoned hospital into her home for just a fraction of the price.

10:00PM ET/PT
OUTRAGEOUS 911 – “NAKED TRUCK PUSH”
This episode features a man who sees seven naked men pushing a truck as well as a girl who gets stuck in a swing on a playground.

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 6

10:00PM ET/PT
BREAKING AMISH – “WHAT TOMORROW MAY BRING”
Miriam’s return to New York brings the family back together, but the camaraderie doesn’t last long. Bates focuses on his acting career but can’t shake the fact that he doesn’t have his mother’s support.

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 7

9:00PM ET/PT
SAY YES TO THE DRESS – “BROTHERLY LOVE”
Persia has flown from LA in search of a $14K Pnina dress, but no one can locate it. Katrice’s two brothers, NFL stars Thomas and Julius Jones, secretly plan to purchase her gown. Fitting bride Brittany is shocked by an unwanted addition to her dress.

9:30PM ET/PT
SAY YES TO THE DRESS – “FATHER KNOWS DRESS”
Caitie and her wedding planner father do not see eye-to-eye on a gown. Danielle lost her mother to cancer, so Dad steps in to help her make the big decision. And chic Ciccarelli is back for her fitting, channeling her deceased father every step of the way.

10:00PM ET/PT
SOMETHING BORROWED, SOMETHING NEW – “BEAUTY & THE BEACH”
Dreaming of Jaime wearing her wedding dress got Mom through some rough times, but Jaime can’t wear the aged dress as is. To give it a chance, Kelly must revitalize Mom’s gown, while Sam has to find a flowy dress fit for Jaime’s Hawaiian beach wedding.

10:30PM ET/PT
SOMETHING BORROWED, SOMETHING NEW – “WEDDING BELLES”
Olivia Kate is a Southern bride who wants a dress to rival Kate Middleton’s. However, Mom wants to pass down the dress Grandma made for her, and it’s more ‘Princess Di.’ Kelly must update this 1980s gown, while Sam has to find a dress worthy of royalty!

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 8

8:00PM ET/PT
UNTOLD STORIES OF THE ER: EXTRA DOSE – “I HATE DOCTORS!” (TLC Network Premiere / Discovery Fit & Health Original Premiere)
Featuring added facts and bonus scenes – A hospital worker feels like she’s dying, but doctors can find nothing wrong; a physician’s young son is a patient in her own ER, demanding her attention while she’s trying to treat others; and a woman’s hobby of picking wild mushrooms sends her to the ER.

9:00PM ET/PT
UNTOLD STORIES OF THE ER – “SHREDDED!” (TLC Network Premiere / Discovery Fit & Health Original Premiere)
A man is rushed to the ER, apparently clawed by a tiger, but he won’t reveal the real source of his injuries; a patient says he’s been shot in the head, but the bullet is nowhere to be found; and a woman is brain dead, but one doctor thinks she can be saved.

10:00PM ET/PT
SEX SENT ME TO THE ER – “POLE POSITION”
A woman finds out some moves from her pole dancing class and shouldn’t be tried at home; a doctor treats a man with a painful injury, but when the patient’s wife and mistress show up, everyone has a ball; and a night of tantric magic leaves a man speechless.

11:00PM ET/PT
SEX SENT ME TO THE ER: EXTRA DOSE – “HAVE A BALL”
Featuring added facts and bonus scenes – a couple’s first time turns into a failure of epic proportions and forces a boyfriend to spill a juicy secret; a man’s balance problem puzzles a doctor until he learns about his dangerous engagement; and a firefighter gets a birthday surprise from his girlfriend that starts out as fun foreplay but ends up needing a doctor’s attention.

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 9

8:00PM ET/PT
90 DAY FIANCE: MORE TO LOVE – “WATCH YOU LIKE A HAWK”
Featuring added facts and bonus scenes – Danny misses Amy’s first day in America. Justin shocks relatives with news of his engagement. Mohamed meets the rest of Danielle’s family. Daya meets Brett’s daughter for the first time. And we meet a new couple, Jason and Cassia.

9:00PM ET/PT
90 DAY FIANCE – “TOUCHDOWN!”
Amy confronts Danny about his overbearing family. Mohamed learns the meaning of “hooking up”. Jason travels to Brazil, still uncertain if Cassia will meet him. Yamir arrives in the U.S. and Chelsea’s parents have many questions about the couple’s future.

10:00PM ET/PT
MY FIVE WIVES – “BONDS OF SISTERHOOD”
As Rhonda anxiously awaits the results of her mammogram, her sister wives plan a “mammo party.” Robyn is writing and illustrating a children’s book inspired by her son being bullied. And the entire family helps daughter Taylor raise funds to volunteer in Peru.

WEEK OF NOVEMBER 10TH (as of 10.29.14)

OF NOTE THIS WEEK:
Specials
VIRGIN COACHES – Tuesday, November 11

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 11

8:00PM ET/PT
19 KIDS & COUNTING – “RECOUNT: ENGAGEMENT SPECIAL”
In this encore presentation of 19 KIDS & COUNTING, the Duggars prepare for another engagement! Ben plans a special surprise scavenger hunt proposal for Jessa with each challenge relating to a special moment in their courtship.

9:00PM ET/PT
19 KIDS & COUNTING – JOSH & ANNA VACATION SPECIAL (PART I)
Episode description not available at this time.

10:00PM ET/PT
VIRGIN COACHES
Relationship experts Bill and Janean Fuller have a special niche of sex therapy clients—virgins! To make sure their big night won’t be a big letdown, four inexperienced young Christian couples who are waiting until marriage to consummate their relationship head to a romantic retreat to get a crash course in doing the deed.

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 12

9:00PM ET/PT
EXTREME CHEAPSKATES – “DIVING FOR DOLLARS”
With their wedding only days away, frugal couple Anne Marie and Peter save a fortune by dumpster diving for decorations. NYC bartender Anthony looks for an apartment and refuses to spend anywhere near the rent of pricey New York apartments.

10:00PM ET/PT
OUTRAGEOUS 911 – “ASLEEP ON THE TOILET”
This episode features a woman who calls to report her raw waffles as well as adults fighting over a parking spot.

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 13

10:00PM ET/PT
BREAKING AMISH – “EPISODE TITLE TBD”
Matt rides high after his first live musical performance, but reality comes crashing down when Venus brings him unexpected news. Vonda finally begins to get past the memory of her late boyfriend while Bates deals with news that could change his life.

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 14

9:00PM ET/PT
SAY YES TO THE DRESS – “A DRESS LIKE NONE THE REST”
Broadway star Sutton Foster hunts for a dress to top all the other dresses she’s worn. Wedding dress model Lauren fears she has worn too many gowns to find one that feels special. Hope is renewing her vows and this time she wants to wear her dream dress.

9:30PM ET/PT
SAY YES TO THE DRESS – “THE QUEST FOR PERFECTION”
Actress Laurel is on tour with the musical Wicked, and she wants a dress that doesn’t resemble her stage costumes. Picky bride Kea has already tried on over 100 dresses! Mackenzie worries her beach wedding dress will be too short to cover her bare feet.

10:00PM ET/PT
SOMETHING BORROWED, SOMETHING NEW – “FROM COUNTRY COTTON TO BEACHY BLING”
Jennipher has just four weeks to find the beachy ball gown of her dreams. Mom has supplied her with her flowerchild dress, but it is not a ball gown, and too small to even try on. Can Kelly transform Mom’s dress or will Sam provide what Jennipher wants?

10:30PM ET/PT
SOMETHING BORROWED, SOMETHING NEW – “I WANT TO BE BURIED IN THIS DRESS”
Amber Joi is a beautiful bride who is looking for a gown that will match her regal venue. Mom’s dress, handmade by her husband’s grandmother, is just not glam enough, but can Kelly update it to something that is? Or will Sam find her the perfect gown?

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 15

8:00PM ET/PT
UNTOLD STORIES OF THE ER: EXTRA DOSE – “SHREDDED!” (TLC Network Premiere / Discovery Fit & Health Original Premiere)
Featuring added facts and bonus scenes – A man is rushed to the ER, apparently clawed by a tiger, but he won’t reveal the real source of his injuries; a patient says he’s been shot in the head, but the bullet is nowhere to be found; a woman is brain dead, but one doctor thinks she can be saved.

9:00PM ET/PT
UNTOLD STORIES OF THE ER – “WHY AM I BLUE?” (TLC Network Premiere / Discovery Fit & Health Original Premiere)
A man arrives in the ER with blue skin and the doctor has no idea what’s causing it; a teenage girl has abdominal pains that doctors have been unable to diagnose for years; and a doctor struggles to save the life of the only survivor of a plane crash.

10:00PM ET/PT
SEX SENT ME TO THE ER – “ROCK ‘N’ ROMP”
Halloween hanky-panky goes wrong when a couple does it in a cemetery; practice makes for a trip to the ER when two musicians get busy after band rehearsal; and a handsome model’s symptoms baffle a nurse until he sees that the patient’s gift could also be his curse.

11:00PM ET/PT
SEX SENT ME TO THE ER: EXTRA DOSE – “POLE POSITION”
Featuring added facts and bonus scenes – A woman finds out some moves from her pole dancing class and shouldn’t be tried at home; a doctor treats a man with a painful injury, but when the patient’s wife and mistress show up, everyone has a ball; and a night of tantric magic leaves a man speechless.

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 16

8:00PM ET/PT
90 DAY FIANCÉ: MORE TO LOVE – “TOUCHDOWN!”
Featuring added facts and bonus scenes – Amy confronts Danny about his overbearing family. Mohamed learns the meaning of “hooking up”. Jason travels to Brazil, still uncertain if Cassia will meet him. Yamir arrives in the U.S. and Chelsea’s parents have many questions about the couple’s future.

9:00PM ET/PT
90 DAY FIANCÉ – “MO’ MONEY, MO PROBLEMS”
Danielle fears Mohamed may leave, as her family grows skeptical. Justin sees his family for the first time since revealing his secret. Cassia fights with Jason about trust. Danny’s brother ruins date night with Amy. And Yamir’s move yields devastating news.

10:00PM ET/PT
MY FIVE WIVES – “EPISODE TITLE TBD”
For the first time in 10 years, the entire Williams clan road trips to Seattle to visit Brady’s parents – Grandpa Rod and Grandma Stella. Later, Rod takes the kids on a hike to look for Big Foot, and the wives present Stella with a gift commemorating her 5th year being cancer-free.